A high-level XML-based language adds dynamic modeling capabilities to virtual scene descriptions.
M
arket acceptance of new personal computing products and services strongly depends on the quality of their user interfaces. Virtual reality is an emerging technology that promises significant advances in this area. The term itself is broad, ranging from simple 3D animation programs with no user interaction to systems with head-mounted displays, 3D manipulators, and other specialized hardware to immerse users in interactive virtual worlds.
Originally developed for classic computer systems, VR technology is currently spreading to other platforms, including consumer electronics and interactive television systems.
VR STANDARDS
Two standardization efforts support this expansion:
• VRML/X3D, developed by the Web3D Consortium (www. web3d.org); and • MPEG-4, developed by the Moving Picture Experts Group (mpeg.telecomitalialab.com/).
Virtual Reality Modeling Language is an Internet interchange format that defines most of the semantics used in today's 3D applications, such as geometry, hierarchical transformations, light sources, viewpoints, and texture mapping. VRML also supports animations and object behaviors.
Extensible 3D is a successor to VRML. X3D extends VRML with new features, advanced application programming interfaces, additional data encoding formats, and a modular approach to implementation.
MPEG-4 is a comprehensive standard for networked multimedia applications. It supports standard audio and video as well as synthetic 2D and 3D content. MPEG-4 bases most of its scene description structure and functionality on VRML/X3D.
PASSIVE VERSUS ACTIVE VR
The current VRML/X3D and MPEG-4 standards are sufficient for building passive VR systems-that is, systems that use VR technology to visualize predesigned 3D scenes. But passive systems are quite limited. Once a designer creates a virtual scene, the system stores its description in files in a ready-to-use form. A user can view it only in the original form. The virtual scene objects and their initial positions and attribute values are fixed.
Script nodes in VRML and scene update commands in MPEG-4 support animation and modification of scene contents, but the designer must still preprogram the changes, which are fixed when the virtual scene is designed. The user can navigate in the scene, but the navigation does not change the scene's structure-only the user's view.
Active VR applications represent a new quality in VR systems. Instead of confining user navigation to predefined virtual scenes, active systems dynamically create scenes that depend on user interaction, on the one hand, and current application state, on the other.
X-VRML
To enable the creation of active VR applications, we developed X-VRML (xvrml.kti.ae.poznan.pl/). X-VRML is a high-level XML-based procedural language that adds dynamic modeling capabilities to virtual scene description standards such as VRML/X3D and MPEG-4. Developers use parameterized virtual scene models to build active database-driven VR applications. The applications generate virtual scene instances according to the models, user queries, data retrieved from a database, user privileges, user preferences, and the application's current state.
The virtual scene models include the X-VRML enhancements directly in the scene description, so designers can use graphical authoring tools extended with X-VRML capabilities to visually define geometrical properties of the scene models. They can also use the authoring tools to insert additional X-VRML elements that provide database access, parameterization, and procedural and out the scene lifetime. In the latter case, updates can flow from the database to the virtual scene or vice versa in response to user interaction or programmed dynamism of objects in the scene. Continuous database access supports persistency in virtual worlds.
Parameters in the X-VRML scene models account for user queries or preferences during the virtual scene generation process. The preferences can belong to end users, in the case of an Internet application based on VRML/X3D, or to content producers, in the case of a digital television broadcast system based on MPEG-4.
When interpreted on the client side, X-VRML supports changes in a model's structure during the virtual scene runtime. The change can originate in the scene model logic, user interaction, or new data read from a database.
X-VRML SYNTAX
An X-VRML model is an XML representation of an algorithm that generates virtual scenes. The model is composed of X-VRML commands interleaved with fragments of native scene description, such as X3D, enhanced with X-VRML expressions. The program can read data from a database and use values of model parameters as input.
Example X-VRML commands include Set to assign a value to a variable, For to implement a numerical loop, If/Then/Else to implement conditional statements, DBQuery to execute a database query, and Class/ Instance to represent classes and their instances. The commands are encoded in XML and placed inside the text of the scene description. X-VRML can be used with both text and XML-based content.
In X-VRML, empty XML elements represent single-line commands such as <Set/> or <Insert/>. Nonempty elements-composed of start tags, end tags, and element body-represent block statements like loops, conditions, database queries, and iterations. Example nonempty elements include <For> ... </For> and <DBQuery>
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object-oriented programming elements for building algorithms.
X-VRML's procedural programming layer sits on top of the declarative scene description used by VRML/X3D and MPEG-4. The combination of procedural and declarative approaches provides flexibility in programming virtual scenes. The declarative approach to scene description improved on traditional graphics programming by allowing programmers simply to declare the scene rather than writing complex 3D scene-display algorithms. Similarly, the new procedural layer simplifies VR programming by allowing programmers to use logic built into the virtual scene models to generate complex scenes.
X-VRML also supports objectoriented programming techniques by enabling the use of class inheritance hierarchies within scene models. These techniques in turn allow developers to use abstractions above the geometric level to describe virtual environments as well as libraries of reusable VR components.
In X-VRML, data retrieved from a database can affect all aspects of generated virtual scenes: content, visualization methods, and structure. Keeping data separate from the virtual scene model simplifies data management, allows automatic updates of the virtual scenes, and supports restrictions on user access to logical or spatial subsections of the virtual environment. It also lets developers model virtual environments that exceed one virtual scene either spatially or logically, as in a complex geographical information system.
Database access can occur either once during the virtual scene generation process or continuously through-<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <XVRML type="XVRML_Generic" target="X3D:XML"> <X3D profile="Interactive"> <Scene> <PointLight location="0 10 0"/> <Background skyColor="1 1 1"/> <DBConnect connDriver="…" connString="…"> <DBQuery names="number, value" sql="select p_number, p_value from prices" evaluate="true"> <Transform translation="{$number} {$value/2} 0"> <Shape> <Cylinder radius="0.3" height="{$value}"/> <Appearance> <Material diffuseColor="1 {($value gt $MIN)?1:0} 0"/> </Appearance> </Shape> </Transform> <If condition="{$prev_value!=NULL}"> <Then> <Set name="rot" value="{($prev_value lt $value)?0:3.14}"/> <Transform translation="{$number} {$value+0.5} 0" rotation="1 0 0 {$rot}"> <Shape> <Cone height="0.3" bottomRadius="0.3"/> <Appearance> <Material diffuseColor="0 1 0"/> </Appearance> </Shape> </Transform> </Then> </If> <Set name="prev_value" value="{$value}"/> </DBQuery> </DBConnect> </Scene> </X3D> </XVRML> ... </DBQuery>. Nonempty elements can contain fragments of scene description and X-VRML code. An X-VRML processor can interpret the code located inside a repeating element multiple times.
X-VRML models provide commandexecution parameters in the form of element attribute values. All parameters can be expressions and can be evaluated prior to command interpretation. The X-VRML expression evaluator supports operations on multiple simple data types such as numbers and strings as well as complex types such as lists. Figure 1 shows an example X-VRML model. The scene description language is X3D with XML encoding. The X-VRML commands and expressions are marked in blue. The model visualizes some price data retrieved from a database, showing price changes over time in a sequence of cylinders. The model assigns a different color to prices with values lower than some minimum. The MIN parameter can be set in the code, retrieved from a database, passed from the previous model, read from a configuration file, or provided in the scene's URL. The model also indicates whether the price associated with each cylinder is higher or lower than the previous value. Figure 2 shows example results rendered in an X3D browser. This simple example illustrates several X-VRML features for creating virtual scenes. For example, the user-specified threshold value illustrates the model's capability to render a scene that depends on both database and user-provided data. Further, the model does not specify how many values to represent in the scene but instead reads all database values and represents them accordingly. If the number of database values changes, the virtual scene will reflect the change the next time it is rendered. X-VRML's procedural programming techniques make it simple to render the arrows indicating the direction in price change between the current and previous database values. It would be difficult to implement this dynamic element in VRML/X3D-like declarative programming style extended only with database access.
Finally, X-VRML is efficient. The entire virtual scene model contains 35 lines of code including both the logic and geometry specification.
IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented both serverside and client-side X-VRML interpreters. The interpreters use the same X-VRML processor composed of the main engine and a number of Java classes implementing particular X-VRML elements. A configuration file defines the X-VRML syntax and assigns implementation classes to elements. The configuration supports the definition of different document types and processor contexts. Using different contexts for the server and the client, we can split a model's interpretation between the server and the client. While the client-side interpretation provides maximum user interaction, the server-side interpretation offers database access with higher performance and greater security.
Different document types let designers define different language dialects and update the language definition, without affecting already implemented X-VRML applications. The X-VRML language easily accommodates new elements, allowing developers to create new modules with commands and operators specific for a particular domain or application.
X-VRML scene models can contain explicit declarations of the model interface-that is, the set of parameters required for model instantiation. The interface can also provide formatting properties and logical dependencies that allow dynamic builds of a specific 2D user interface accompanying the 3D virtual scene created from the model. Some application scenarios require dynamically generated content to be archived for later use. By storing the model, the objects referenced, and the parameter values, the contents can be regenerated at any time. This approach significantly reduces the volume of data stored and also supports the creation of new content that differs only in some parameter values. The model together with all required parameter values is called the model instance.
SAMPLE APPLICATIONS
We have developed several applications based on the X-VRML technology. The three we describe here use the technology in different configurations.
Periscope
We used X-VRML to implement a 2D/3D interface for the Periscope Web search system (periscope.kti.ae.poznan. pl/). As Figure 3 shows, Periscope visualizes an entire search result, instead of just listing a few pages claimed to be most relevant. Depending on the model selected and the parameters provided, the system can classify and visualize different properties of the search result. PISTE uses a server-side X-VRML processor and a 2D interface for model instantiation on the server.
ARCO
Augmented Representation of Cultural Objects is also an international European project (www.arco-web.org/). ARCO aims to develop technology and systems to help museums create and present virtual exhibitions accessible both within museums and over the Internet. The project creates 3D representations of cultural objects, stores them in a database, and presents them to users interactively in VR interfaces dynamically generated from X-VRML models by an X-VRML processor installed on a Web server.
ARCO gives museum curators a content management application for building virtual expositions. The curator can preset parameter values through the content management application or end-users can provide them in an HTML form. Depending
The users can interact with the generated virtual scene to better understand the nature of the search result and optimally refine the query.
Periscope uses both client-side and server-side processing of X-VRML and a 2D interface accompanying the 3D model on the client side.
PISTE
The Personalized, Immersive Sports TV Experience is an international European project to develop an interactive television system for sports events (piste.intranet.gr/). PISTE uses mixed 2D and 3D MPEG-4 contents dynamically created on the server in near-real-time during the event.
Prior to the event, content developers use 2D and 3D visual X-VRML editors to prepare models. During event coverage, the broadcasting staff fills in the scene generation parameters with actual data such as video clips, animation sequences, and statistics-all retrieved from a production database. on the parameters, the X-VRML model will generate a fixed virtual gallery, a user-customizable virtual gallery, or a VR search interface.
A lthough X-VRML provides a generic framework for building procedural content models, its design reflects specific requirements of active database-driven VR applications. As a result, it offers important advantages over other Web technologies for dynamic content creation, such as Web page generators (PHP, JSP, ASP, Zope, ColdFusion) or the World Wide Web Consortium's XSLT.
Applications can use X-VRML processing on both the server and the client sides. Designers can easily extend the language with new features. Support for different contexts and document types allows new language versions to be created without affecting previously designed applications. Direct access to databases supports both data visualization and persistency. High-level VR-specific elements such as classes or event handlers make the application code significantly shorter and more readable.
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